B E E W E T T
T E C H N O L O G Y
®

Washable

Apple Bee furniture is made of true quality materials, this especially applies to the cushions. Our Bee Wett® series consists
of special weatherproof cushions that you can leave outside.
The covers can be removed, and they are made of a solid,
comfortable fabric that is washable.

UV-resistant

The cushion covers are made of special Olefin fabrics, that are
water repellent, abrasion proof and strain resistant. Furthermore, they are not vulnerable to decolouration in the sun.
And all of these technical benefits don’t negatively impact the
comfort level, because the fabrics are very soft and comfortable to sit on. Quality meets comfort!

Quick drying

Unlike the standard foam that is used in other cushions, the unique Bee Wett® filling does not absorb moisture, because of the
open cell structure. With this technology, water is drained downwards, so you won’t have to worry about the mould forming in
the foam. Because of this special technique and the water repellent fabric, your cushion will be dry in no time!

Perfecte drainage

To prevent water from staying behind underneath the pillow,
Bee Wett® cushions have a special drainage system at the
bottom. Moisture is drained perfectly through an open fibre
structure, so that the water comes out at the bottom. You will
never have to worry about sudden rain again!
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Apple Bee

BEE WETT IS THE
BEST YOU CAN GET
Good maintenance will extend the lifespan of your Bee
Wett® cushion. Below, we have a few tips to help you.
If any dirt or fluid was spilled on your cushion, brush it off right
away, before it can be absorbed by the fabric. If you don’t use
your cushions for an extended period of time, for example during the winter, make sure to store them inside so they don’t
get dirty. Did your cushions get dirty after all? Let the cushion
covers soak in soapy water, or wash them at a maximum of 30
degrees. Never use aggressive or corrosive cleaning agents. Always rinse the covers properly with clean, lukewarm water, so
that the water repellent layer won’t be damaged. You can also
protect this layer by adding a little Harmisol to the last rinse.
Furthermore, it’s important to not put your cushion covers in a centrifuge or dryer, and that you don’t iron them, to
maintain the natural elasticity. Once the washing cycle is finished, put the fillings of the cushions back into the covers
right away. The covers will dry neatly around the cushions.
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